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Introduction to Intentional Forgetting in
Organizations and Information Systems Minitrack
Abstract
Knowledge creation and organizational learning
relies on the cognitive capacity of an organization, its
members and its information systems. Processing new
signals from the environment and generating new
meaningful information is one key factor for successful
management. However, with the increasing amount of
information within and outside the organization, this
process can slow down or lead to contradicting results.
Organizational learning is distorted. Forgetting
unused, obsolete and contradicting information is
therefore the key of an efficient learning process as it
frees up this capacity. This Mini-Track addresses the
forgetting paradigm in organizations and information
systems.

1. Introduction
The organizations knowledge and learning capabilities
are a main source of competitive advantage. As
organizations learn, their processes, structures and
information systems adapt to the changing
requirements in the environment. However, the high
amount of available and stored knowledge can also
lead to difficulties in interpreting information and
might impede the evaluation of alternative ways to
reach strategic goals [1]. This will also result in
uncertainty about which goals can be achieved under
consideration of all knowledge [2] or to problems with
establishing connections and causalities [3] and
patterns among the noise of all of the available
knowledge.
As knowledge acquisition and sharing as well as
learning have been acknowledged and valued as
important processes on individual, team and
organizational level [4,5,6,7] research also has to focus
on forgetting as another perspective of learning.
Forgetting is therefore not a malfunction but an
essential adaptive function of knowledge based
systems. In order to actively use functions, forgetting
has to be managed, it has to occur intentionally and not
accidentally.
The research stream of intentional forgetting addresses
this problem on the individual level. This principle was
first researched in the field of psychology [8, 9, 10, 11]
but recent works show its potential in the

organizational [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and technical
context [2] for adaptive and agile systems.
This mini-track explores various ways in which
forgetting can be researched.

2. Paper Overview
Three papers will be presented in this mini-track,
they give an insight in different areas of research.
Haase and Schueffler will present an experimental
approach on measuring forgetting in production
routines. This interdisciplinary contribution uses a real
work routine and modifies it so different factors
influencing forgetting can be assessed in a laboratory
experiment. The experiment combines individual
forgetting as well as effects on the group level as
participants interact with one another in the production
process. The laboratory consists of a hybrid factory
simulation, providing immersion as well as
controllability in the experiment. The authors
furthermore elaborate on the experimental conditions,
which they are testing.
The second contribution by Timm et al is also
applying an interdisciplinary approach. They
investigate the effects of role configurations in logistics
by using psychological experiments along with a multiagent simulation. The task in this combined humancomputer experiment is to coordinate the extinction of
a forest fire. Different knowledge distributions are
tested from a specialist to a generalist approach. By
shifting the knowledge distribution within the
organization (meaning some actions are forgotten), an
optimal configuration of the roles can be determined.
The third contribution by Thim, Gronau and Kluge
focusses on the management aspects of forgetting by
researching the effects of controlled changes in the
workplace during process transformations. Drawing on
the psychological concept of retrieval cues, the paper
classifies different cue types and maps them to
elements in business processes. By actively modifying
certain elements at the workplace, e.g. the persons
working in teams, information material or user
interfaces, forgetting can be aided smoothing the relearning of new processes and process steps during
change. The proposed changes are validated
experimentally.
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